Overview

SOLUTIONS FOR
THE DIGITAL AGE
OUR SOLUTIONS

OUR SOLUTIONS
We offer our clients a set
of complete front-to-back,
integrated banking and finance
software solutions which provides
them with the full package for
their specific needs.
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Our set of complete front-to-back, integrated
banking and finance software solutions.

Our product families span core banking
through to channels, analytics and risk
and compliance.

Our technology products and frameworks are
organized into five offerings, reflecting five
areas in which banks face
major business challenges.

RetailSuite
WealthSuite
CorporateSuite
IslamicSuite
InclusiveBankingSuite
FundSuite

Analytics
Core Banking
Channels
Financial Crime Mitigation
Front Office
Funds and Securities
Payments
Risk and Compliance
Solutions for the US market

Data
Design
Integration
Interaction
Platform
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INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE

Temenos software is the world’s most comprehensive,
integrated and fully upgradeable solution for banks
embracing digitalization and open banking.
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Customer
& Single View
Digital Decision
Engine
Marketing

Sales
Service
Marketing
Portfolio Management

Product Builder
Operations

Back Office

Embedded Analytics
Workflow

Core Banking
Funds & Securities
Payments

Analytics

Risk and Compliance

API Designer

Open Banking MarketPlace

Omni-Channel

We offer a complete, integrated front-to-back solution

OUR SOFTWARE
A complete and integrated
software platform for banks.
Temenos builds and supports the world’s
leading software platform for banking.
Our software covers the full range of
activities of banks and similar financial
institutions from front-to-back and across
all types of bank and banking activity.
The same software is pre-packaged
into a series of Suites adapted for the
retail, wealth and corporate banking
verticals. Suites are also available for the
more specialist areas of banking including
Islamic and microfinance. In this way our
industry-leading levels of investment in
our software benefit all our clients in all
types of banks.
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Our clients can take a complete solution
based on our platform or alternatively
implement specific modules to address
specific issues or requirements. This
approach lends itself well to larger banks
who wish to conduct a lower risk, phased
migration to our platform; an approach
called progressive renovation.

We invest heavily in our software platform
to ensure that it remains fully up to date
regarding banking practice, regulation
and technology. Our clients are able to
benefit from this investment because of
our disciplined package approach where
all our software is fully upgradeable.

We strive to ensure that all of our modules
are market-leading in their own right and
able to compete with ‘best of breed’
competitors. At the same time we invest
in full integration of our modules so banks
who choose to implement a full Temenos
solution gain significant additional benefit.
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